Abstract -In this paper, the authors present an approach combining the feedforward neural network and the simulated annealing method to solve unit commitment, a mixed integer combinatorial optimisation problem in power system. The artificial neural network (ANN) is used to determine the discrete variables corresponding to the state of each unit at each time interval. The simulated annealing method is used to generate the continuous variables corresponding to the power output of each unit and the production cost. The type of neural network used in this method is a multi-layer perceptron trained by the backpropagation algorithm. A set of load profiles as inputs and the corresponding unit-commitment schedules as outputs (satisfying the minimum up-down, spinning reserve and crew constraints) are utilized to train the network. A method to generate the training patterns is also presented. The experimental result demonstrates that the proposed approach can solve unit commitment in a reduced computational time with an optimum generation schedule.
INTRODUCTION
The formulation of a generation allocation plan for power system operations suffers from various problems such as increase in the number, type and size of generating facilities, and variations in load demands. Due to these complexities, power system operators have to face a wide range of decision-making problems. One of the problems is the scheduling of generators in a power system at any given time. It is not economical for a power system to run all the units that are required to satisfy the peak load during low load periods. The unit commitment problem is a plan of units to be selected from the generating facilities to meet the predicted demand in a reliable and an economical manner. The minimum up-down time, spinning reserve and crew constraints should be considered for the reliable operation of a power system. Similarly, the production cost should be at the global minimum for the commitment of units in a scheduling period for the economic operation of a power system.
The unit commitment problem is formulated as a combinatorial optimisation problem involving a large number of calculations. A detailed literature synopsis of solution methods for unit commitment is summarized by Sheble' and Fahd [13] . Some of the solution methods for unit commitment are Priority Ordering methods [15] , Mixed Integer Programming methods [16] , Linear and Dynamic Programming methods [14] , Risk Analysis methods [3] , Branch and Bound methods [4] and Lagrangian Relaxation methods [1] .
As the size of a power system increases, more computational effort (CPU time and memory) is required to solve unit commitment with the first four methods. The later three methods also take a large amount of computational time to solve unit commitment and may not give the global solution. In recent years, unit commitment has been compared to the annealing of a metal and solved by the simulated annealing method. At present, the speed of a unitcommitment solution by the simulated annealing method is a limiting factor [18] . Researchers have also investigated the effectiveness of artificial neural networks in solving unit commitment [11, 12, 17] . The difference between our approach and the other approaches lies in the manner, neural networks are used to solve unit-commitment. Ouyang et.al utilizes neural networks to generate a pre-schedule according to the input load profile and then refines the schedule, where the commitment states of some of the units are uncertain, using a dynamic search [11] . The approach taken by Sasaki et.al utilizes the Hopfield neural network. In their approach, a large number of inequality constraints included in unit commitment are handled by the dedicated neural network instead of including them in the energy function. Once the states of generators are determined by the network, their outputs are adjusted according to the priority order in fuel cost per unit output [12] .
An alternative hybrid neural network-simulated annealing approach is presented in this paper to solve unit commitment. Considering the characteristics of the daily unit commitment, a three-layer feedforward neural network is constructed [10] . The network is trained by a set of load profiles as the input data and the corresponding unit commitment (satisfying the minimum up-down, spinning reserve and crew constraints) as the desired output. The commitment states (on/off) of the units are determined for any load demand by the trained neural network.
Further the simulated annealing method generates a global production cost, and an optimized production level of each committed unit determined by the trained neural network. The global generation is required to reduce the production cost at its minimum because of the variations in cost factors and non-linearity in unit-load curves (operating costs Vs unit power outputs). The simulated annealing method works iteratively in two phases, firstly the production cost is evaluated at a number of randomly generated feasible states, and in the second phase, the generated states are replaced by local searches to obtain a global value. The annealing concept is used to jump out of local minima to a global minimum.
The proposed method is tested for the daily scheduling of a power system consisting of 10 units. For comparison, the same load profiles are also scheduled by the simulated annealing method. The experimental result demonstrates that the proposed approach can solve the unit commitment problem in a reduced computational time with an optimum generation schedule. The case studies demonstrate that the two-stage hybrid method benefits from advantages of both approaches.
MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
Unit commitment problem is a type of scheduling operation that fits between economic dispatch, and maintenance and production scheduling in the management of generation resources. 
Nomenclature

Mathematical Formulation
Unit commitment problem is formulated as the production cost of units considering the fuel cost and the transition (start-up and start-down) cost. The various factors that affect the performance of unit commitment are formulated as constraints in the mathematical model.
Fuel cost model
The fuel cost is the production cost of operating generators to meet the load demand of a system during a specified time period. This cost depends on the heat rate, fuel price (constants) and unit-load curves. A unit-load curve represents the incremental or total operating cost of a generating unit as the function of megawatt power level. The incorporation of minimum and maximum limits is important to model the curve (Figure 1 ). The cost curve is assumed to be nonlinear. The curves are approximated by the quadratic function.
Start up cost model Some units are required to start or shut down in a power system with the change in load demand for the economic operation. The addition of a unit in the system involves labour and money. It is necessary to consider this type of cost for the economic scheduling. The start up cost is expressed as:
Consider a power system consisting of I thermal units to be scheduled over an H hour planning horizon at time interval t, unit commitment can be expressed as:
The Object:
Minimize p t i u t i ∑ ∑
Subject to the following Constraints:
1.
Equality Constraints
The power balance constraints This constraint signifies that generation of units in a power system should always match the load demand.
Inequality Constrains
2.1
The spinning reserve constrains These constraints signify the availability of spinning reserves as a basic requirement for the reliable operation of a system.
Unit wise constrains (a) The Minimum-Up Time This constraint signifies the minimum time for a committed unit to be turned off and to remove from on-line.
The Minimum-Down Time This constraint signifies the minimum time for a de-committed unit to be turned on and to bring on-line.
The Power Generation Limits These limits define the region within which a unit must be dispatched.
Crew Constrains The unit i should not be started more than once a day to take the minimum labour cost.
The objective function of unit-commitment is a multi-modal i.e. a number of local optimum solutions with one being the global optimum solution.
NEURAL NETWORK COMPUTING
An artificial neural network is a computational paradigm based on a biological metaphor that mimics the computation of human brain. A neuron is a fundamental element to access and transmit activities in the neural system of a human. The major components of a neuron include a central cell body, small processes called dendrites and one large process called axon. A thick, fatty myclin sheath surrounds many large axons. The thousands of fibers are typically grouped together to form nerves and transmit information in the form of electrochemical pulses from one place to another within one organism. Along the axon, the information is coded and transmitted in the form of "all/none" or "on/off" electrical pulses (called action/spike potential). There is nothing inherent in a neuron that governs the direction of information flow, i.e. same neuron works as a sensor and a motor neuron. Neurons have the capability to receive, process and transmit electro-chemical signals over neural pathways [7] . An artificial neural network is basically a large number of highly connected but relatively simple processing elements communicating via messages, each element (neuron) replicating the property of human neuron. Artificial neural networks have made progress by employing models based on the ability of human brain. Artificial neural networks are characterized as.
The architecture
A neural network is formed by interconnected slabs arranged in a particular manner. A feedforward neural network receives inputs through the input slab and yields outputs through the output slab.
Highly parallel distributed control
Control is the transfer function that describes the output of a neuron at given inputs.
Learning paradigm
Learning is a training technique that adjusts the underlying network's parameters appropriately to respond the problem to be learned, until the problem is being learned or some termination criteria are met.
PROPOSED APPROACH
Unit commitment is a mixed integer nonlinear programming problem consisting of discrete and continuous variables. In the present method both variables are calculated separately, discrete variables are solved as a sequencing problem by an artificial neural network and continuous variables are solved as a scheduling problem by the simulated annealing method (Figure 2 ).
Sequencing problem solution
In a sequencing problem, a multilayer feedforward network using backpropagation errorof-learning algorithm determines the discrete variables (corresponding to the state of each unit at each time interval), while the continuous variables are treated as constants. There are several types of neural networks having three common characteristics: individual neurons, connections between neurons and the learning algorithm. The capability of closely approximating the underlying function makes backpropagation networks an obvious choice for this type of problem [6] .
Network Architecture
The three-layer feedforward network is configured in a regular and fully connected manner. The number of neurons in the input layer is dependent on the number of hours (over that I thermal units are to be scheduled). A load demand profile is input to neurons in the input layer and is normalized using the following formula:
Where
The number of neurons in the output layer corresponds to the number of generators in a power system times the number of hours that a generator will be scheduled over (I * H), i.e. commitment schedule of all units.
Training Details
The network is trained by the back propagation learning algorithm using gradient descent [7] . A set of load profiles and their corresponding commitment schedules satisfying all the constraints (described above in section 2) are used to train the neural network. The commitments of units, used as target outputs to train the network, are generated off-line by the rigorous algorithm as shown in Figure 3 .
A major concern in the application of a neural network to a problem domain is to converge the network to the global minimum and prevent it from being trapped in local minima. A common approach to overcoming this problem is to make the slope of the sigmoid function sharper with time. In other words, a careful selection of control parameters such as learning rate and momentum helps to solve the problem.
Another concern is to prevent the network from overfitting or memorization of data instead of generalization. Too many parameters (a large network) and a few training patterns will allow the network to fit the training data very closely but will not necessarily lead to an optimal generalization. The gradient learning process employed by the back propagation algorithm works as follows: initially all hidden nodes in the network do the same work, i.e. they all attempt to fit the major features of the data. The nodes then start to differentiate, with some of the nodes beginning to fit the second most important aspect of data. This process of differentiation continues as long as the error remains in the network and training continues. It is only at later times of training that the network tries to overfit the sampling data.
The problem is to determine when the network has extracted all the useful information from data and begins to overfit. The method we employ is to divide the training patterns into two sets: a training set which is used to determine values of weights and biases, and a crossvalidation set which is used to decide when to stop training. The performance on the crossvalidation set is monitored. As long as this performance on the cross-validation set improves, training continues. When it ceases to improve, training is stopped.
Network performance
The trained backpropagation network is able to produce the corresponding schedule pattern for the unseen or seen input load profiles. A commitment schedule contains the on/off state of each unit for every time interval within the time span, where one (1) shows the on state and zero (0) shows the off state.
The quality of predictions on unseen data obtained from a neural network depends on the number and quality of patterns used for training. Although there is no general method to find out the required number of patterns to obtain an optimal generalized network. There are statistical arguments that suggest that the number of training patterns required to fully determine the weights in a network is approximately proportional to the number of weights in a network [2] . Considering that the daily load demand for a power system usually follows a specific pattern, if we effectively utilize previous scheduling information, a large training set may not be quite necessary [11] . We have also experienced that a training set consisting of 20 to 30 patterns covering different types of situations was sufficient to generalize this size of network.
Scheduling problem solution
In a scheduling problem, continuous variables (corresponding to the operating level of generators and production cost) are determined by simulated annealing method, while considering discrete variables as constants. The algorithm for the simulated annealing method is based on the stochastic method that depends only on function evaluation [9] . The method works iteratively in two phases: in the first phase the objective function is evaluated over a number of randomly sampled feasible states, while in the second phase these states are manipulated by local searches to yield a possible candidate for the global optimal. The implementation is based on the random searches and the quadratic interpolation for non-linear optimization (Figure 4) . The annealing concept is used to jump out of local minima to the global minimum.
The concept used in the simulated annealing method is based on the analogy that exists between the process to solidify fluids up to their equilibrium and combinatorial optimisation methods. When a fluid/metal is cooled slowly (annealed), its energy tends to assume the globally minimal value out of local minima. The various states of a metal during annealing correspond to various feasible solutions of the underlying optimization problem, and the energy of a state is analogous to the cost function of a feasible optimized solution. The probability of a metal at temperature T to reach in equilibrium follows the Boltzmann distribution [5] :
Where k B = Boltzmann's constants N = Number of all possible states E i = Energy of the particle at the i-th state E j = Energy of the particle at the j-th state
The denominator in the above equation is computationally equivalent to generate a large number of trials to evaluate the cost function in an optimization problem, which resembles the first phase of our method (Figure 4 ). Metropolis proposed an algorithm to simulate a system of atoms in equilibrium [8] . An atom is randomly displaced to generate a trial state at each iteration, and the induced change in the energy (∆e) of the system is computed. If ∆e<0, the trial state is accepted as new state. Otherwise the trial state is accepted with the probability:
Each trial state in our method is generated using quadratic interpolation. It is shown that the simulated system of atoms will evolve into the Boltzmann distribution after sufficient iteration [8] . On comparing with unit-commitment, ∆ is computationally equivalent to induced change in the objective cost function (equation 3) from current value to the value formed by a small random displacement i.e. [F(M) -F(P)]. As the concept of temperature in physical annealing has no equivalence in unit-commitment, the control parameter k B T is replaced by [F(P) -F(L)]. This term is decremental and tends to zero, as P state is tending towards L by making the neighborhood small. F(M) = The greatest value of function evaluated F(L) =
The lowest value of function evaluated F(P) = local minimum function value of function evaluated
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The proposed approach has been applied to a sample power system consisting of ten generating units. The cost coefficients and other characteristics of each unit are summarized in Table 1 . The unit-load curve is modeled as a non-linear function (Figure 1 ). In the daily-load profiles, which are considered for training and generalization of the neural network, generation changes in every three hours. A sample load profile used for training is shown in Figure 5 and the commitment schedule (generated by the algorithm shown in Figure 3 ) is given in Table 2 .
The three-layer feedforward network, input layer consisting of eight (8) neurons, hidden layer consisting of eighteen (18) neurons and output layer consisting of eighty (80) neurons, was used for this particular sample. A total of twenty-five (25) patterns were used to train the neural network and ten (10) patterns were used for cross-validation to monitor the training performance. The computation time to train the network was 33 minutes 45.7 sec on an IBM PC-486 EISA (32 MB RAM and 50 MHz CPU). The root-mean-square-error (RMSE) on the cross-validation set was continued to reduce until 5000 epochs. The RMSE of 0.00768 was recorded on the training set at 5000 epoch. The learning rate and momentum term during training were set to 0.3 and 0.4 respectively.
The trained network was able to produce the target commitment schedules for both load profiles: (1) that had been used for training (2) and those that had not previously been presented to the network. The simulation result is reported in Table 3 for two load profiles. As a comparison, the same load patterns were scheduled by using the simulated annealing method only i.e. both sequencing and scheduling problems are solved by simulated annealing method. Case 1 represents the scheduling of a load pattern that has previously been utilized in the training process ( Figure 5 ). Case 2 represents the scheduling of a load pattern that has been not utilized by the network during training ( Figure 6 ). The computing time reported in Table 3 for the proposed method does not include the time spent on training of the network. The computation time only indicates time to predict the commitment schedule by the trained network and time to calculate the production cost and operating level.
There were no discrepancies in the commitment schedule generated by the trained network for case 1 and the target schedule for the load profile. The corresponding commitment generated by the trained neural network for case 2 is summarized in Table 4 . When the results are compared with the verification set given in Table 5 (generated by Figure 3 ), they are found to be very similar except for a minor difference, as neurons are allowed to generate output in continuous values rather than discrete (as the verification set Table 5 ) in the simulation. So it is assumed that the output value close to zero is off state of the unit, and close to one is on state.
The evaluated expected production level of each unit for a day obtained by simulated annealing for case 2 is given in Table 6 . It can be observed from Table 6 that the unit 8 has not been committed for the production at any time. From Table 1 it is clear that the unit 8 has high fuel and start-up cost co-efficient and lesser capacity. It is more economical if the unit 8 is not run in the power system when the rest of units are capable to satisfy the power demand.
The case studies demonstrate that if the existing knowledge is used as the starting point in predicting the new commitment states, a large portion of overall processing time is reduced for the simulated annealing method to solve unit commitment.
The proposed approach benefits with following advantages by using neural networks as compared to the conventional algorithms:
• A multilayer feedforward network is a universal approximater i.e. for any given function there is a neural network capable of approximating the function with arbitrary precision. A neural network supported solution is able to find the optimum commitment schedule for any load profile in a small amount of time, assuming the network is well trained. The learning and generalization capability of a neural network makes it a better alternative to other existing methods.
• The blind search associated with the conventional methods is eliminated and available information regarding the unit commitment scheduling in a specified power system is utilized extensively. A substantial amount of time is saved in predicting the commitment schedule by use of neural networks. Most of the computation time is spent on training the neural network which can be done off-line well before the actual scheduling. Once the neural network is trained, the actual processing to predict the unit commitment schedule for a load profile and production cost for the power system takes little time.
• The processing time will not be very much affected by the size of a power system unlike other heuristic guided methods. As proven by the neural-computing community, neural networks have the ability to represent extremely large data sets [2] , thus the applicability of the proposed method to the unit commitment problem of large power system seems to be feasible.
• Neural networks are composed of many interconnected weak processing elements that work simultaneously to achieve an outcome. An approach to gain speed, as well as quality of schedule, is through massively parallel realization of the neural network. The various constraints affecting the unit commitment problem can be mapped onto the different processors and can be calculated simultaneously. With this realization, the ANN supported methods can achieve faster and more accurate results with linear scalability for unit commitment of a large power system.
CONCLUSIONS
In the present method a hybrid approach, feedforward neural network and simulated annealing method is presented to solve the unit commitment problem. The case studies demonstrate that the two-stage hybrid method can benefit from the advantages of both approaches. This method assumes no specific problem structures and is flexible in handling unit commitment constraints. The simulation result shows that if the existing knowledge for scheduling of a power system is used as the starting point to predict the new commitment states, a large portion of the overall processing time of the simulated annealing method is greatly reduced. The blind search to find the optimized group of working units is partially reduced in simulated annealing method. This method gives highly near optimal solution even in the case of a multi-model objective function, where other methods can be trapped at local searches. Table 1 Characteristics of generators in the sample power system Table 2 One of the unit commitment schedules used in training of the neural network (case 1) 14 Table 3 Simulated result Table 4 The unit commitment schedule determined by the trained network (case 2) Table 5 The verification-set of the unit-commitment schedule to test the network performance (case 2) Table 6 Demand and the corresponding production levels for the power system
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